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ABSTRACT
A new theory of regular functions over the skew field of Hamilton numbers (quaternions) and in the
division algebra of Cayley numbers (octonions) has been recently introduced by Gentili and Struppa
(Adv. Math. 216 (2007) 279-301). For these functions, among several basic results, the analogue of the
classical Schwarz' Lemma has been already obtained. In this paper, following an interesting approach
adopted by Burns and Krantz in the holomorphic setting, we prove some boundary versions of the
Schwarz' Lemma and Cartan's Uniqueness Theorem for regular functions. We are also able to extend to
the case of regular functions most of the related "rigidity" results known for holomorphic functions.
l. INTRODUCTION
Let JHI and (()) denote, respectively, the skew field of Hamilton numbers and the non
associative, alternative, division algebra of real Cayley numbers. The elements ofJHI
are of the form q = Xo + elxl + e2X2+ e3X3 where the xi are real, and e\, e2, e3, are
imaginary units (i.e. their square equals -1) such that ete2 = -e2e\ = e3, e2e3 =
-e3e2 = et, and e3et = -ete3 = e2. A simple way to describe the construction of
the algebra (()) is to consider a basis [. = {eo = 1, et, ... , e6, e7} of]~8 and relations
erxef3 = -orxf3 + 1/Irxf3 yey, ex, /3, y = 1,2, ... ,7,
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where oaf3 is the Kronecker delta, and 1/Jaf3y is totally antisymmetric in a, fJ, y, non-
zero and equal to one for the seven combinations in the following set
:E = {(I, 2, 3), (1,4,5), (2,4,6), (3,4,7), (2,5,7), (1,6,7), (5, 3,6)},
so that every element in 0 can be uniquely written as w = XQ + Lk=l Xkek, with Xk
real numbers. I With these conventions, it is easy to prove that (l, el, e2, eJ) is a basis
for a real subalgebra of 0 isomorphic to the algebra lHI of quaternions. For this
reason, and for the sake of simplicity, we will from now on indicate by lK any
of the two division algebras 0 or lHI and, since no confusion can arise, we will
denote a generic element w of lK by w = XQ + Lk> 1 Xkek. We can then define in
a natural fashion the conjugate W = XQ - Lk>l Xke;, and the square norm Iwl2 =
WW = Lk>Qxl of w. We will denote by § the (2-dimensional if lK = IHI, or 6-
dimensional if lK = 0) sphere of imaginary units of lK, i.e. the sphere § = {I =
Lk::::l Xkek : Lk::::l xl = I} whose elements 1 are characterized by the property 12 =
-1. The proof of the following result is straightforward but it will be useful in the
sequel.
Proposition 1.1. Given any non-real element w E lK \ R there exist, and are
unique, x E RyE IR+ and 1 E § such that w = x + 1y.
As a consequence of the above proposition, for any 1 E S, the real 2-plane
L / = IR + IRI (passing through the origin and containing 1 and I) naturally inherits
a complex structure. From now on, the restriction of f: lK~ lK along L / will be
denoted by !I. With this point of view in mind, new theories of regular functions of
a quaternionic and octonionic variable have been recently introduced, [7-10], which
turn out to be interesting and rich, and substantially different from the classical
theory of Fueter-regular functions (see, e.g., [6,18]). According to these theories,
a regular function is defined as follows.
Definition 1.2. Let Q be a domain in 1K. A real differentiable function f: Q ~ 1K
is said to be regular if, for every 1 E §,
- 1(3 3)3I!(x+yI):=- -+1- !I(.r:+yI)=O
2 3x 3y
Remark 1.3. The requirement that f: Q ~ lK is regular is equivalent to saying
that, for every 1 in S, the map !I (restriction of f along L/) is holomorphic on
QnL/.
Furthermore, if Q is a domain in lK and f: Q ~ lK is regular in Q, it is consistent
(see [8,9]) to give the following definition.
I For an introduction on the algebras of Hamilton and Cayley numbers, we refer the interested reader
to the historic volume [12] and to [3,1 1,21].
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Definition 1.4. For a regular map I: Q ~ lK the Cullerr--derivative is defined as
follows
1
BJ!(x + yl):= ~UT -I aay)!I(x + yl)
BeI(w) = If (w) =
aax!I (x)
ifw =x + y I
and y # °
ifw=x ER
In principle the value ofthe Cullen-derivative at a real point x could be computed
using different imaginary units I, but the assumption of regularity for I ensures that
the definition is well posed. With this notation, it has been proved (see [8,9]) that
any function, which is regular in an open ball B = B(O, R) = {w ElK: Iwl < R}
centered at the origin, has Cullen-derivatives of any order and that, actually, these
Cullen-derivatives are regular functions in B(O, R).
Finally, the following strong characterization for regular functions has been
shown in [8,9].
Theorem 1.5. A map I: B(O, R) ~ lK is regular ifand only if there exists a power
series I:~o wnan (a" ElK) convergent in B(O, R). such that
00
f(w) = L wnan.
,,=0




The theory of regular functions, as recently developed, shows analogies and
differences (see, e.g., the characterization of the zeroes of regular functions as in
[8,9]) with the theory of hoiomorphic functions.
In what follows we will investigate the possible extensions of the classical
Schwarz' Lemma and Cartan's Uniqueness Theorem from the holomorphic settings
to the case of regular functions.
In the (recent) Literature on this subject, the term "rigidity" went in use to
describe "germal properties" showed by holomorphic functions I: D ~ C (D
a domain) with additional geometric assumptions on I(D). In short, in certain
classes of such holomorphic functions it is sometimes possible to describe (in term
of the first coefficients of the Taylor expansions at a given point of D) what are the
minimal local conditions which guarantees global information on the functions,
such as, typically, that the function considered is the identity or it is constant.
This kind of approach, which may be recognized as the study of generalizations
of Schwarz' Lemma or Cartan's Theorem (see, e.g., [2,17,20]), was more recently
extended by Burns and Krantz, [4J, to the case of boundary points ofthe domain of
definition of a holomorphic function I, with the following result.
2 The definitions of regular function and of derivative of a regular function were inspired by an approach
of Cullen to the study of intrinsic functions [5].
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Theorem 1.6. Let ~ be the open unit disc ofC and let f :~ -+ ~ be holomorphic
and such that
f(z) = 1 + (z - 1) + o{lz - 11 3)
as z -+ 1. Then f =.Idt;..
The above result originated different, interesting boundary versions of Schwarz'
or Cartan's results for holomorphic maps (see also [15,16,19]).
In this paper we investigate rigidity properties and prove rigidity results in the
framework of regular functions over Hamilton and Cayley numbers.
2. MAIN RIGIDITY RESULTS FOR REGULAR FUNCTIONS
Before starting, we want to specify that, since associativity of the product is never
requested, the arguments in the proofs of the next propositions are valid either for
the case IK = lHI or IK. = O. Nevertheless, we will give the complete details of the
proofs for the case IK = lHI and, according to the Splitting Lemma (see below and
[8,9]), we will easily deduce what proved for regular functions in lHI for the case of
regular functions in O.
Definition 2.1. Given q E O\rn;, let h E § be such that q E LII' If 12 E § is
orthogonal to I" the subalgebra of 0 spanned by (1, li, lz, h . I: := !]) and
isomorphic to lHI will be denoted by 1iq '/2' or by (l, h, lz, I, . lz), or, when no
ambiguity arises, simply by 'H.
If Q c 'H is a domain, Definition 1.2 naturally extends to the case of functions
f :Q ---+ 0 and leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.2 (Splitting Lemma). Let f be a regular function in B = B(O,
R) elK. Given I, E s
(l) if IK = lHI, for any J E §, J .L Ii, there exist two holomorphic functions
F, G: B n LIt ---+ Ll] such that
/II (z) = F(z) + G(z)J;
(2) iflK =0, then, given any 1i:= (l, h, Iz, I, . Iz), with I: orthogonal to h, there
exists 14 E § orthogonal to 'H and two regular functions F: B n 'H ---+ 'H, 9 :B n
'H. ---+ H: 14 := (/4,15, h,!?) such that ifw E B n H, then
f(w) = F(w) + g(w).
In [7-9], a generalization of the classical Schwarz' Lemma to the case of regular
self-maps of the open unit ball which fix the origin is given in the following version
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Theorem 2.3. Let B = {w E IK: Iw I < I}. If f : B -+ B is a regular function such
that f(O) = O. Thenfor every wEB,
(2.1) If(w)1 ~ Iwl
and
(2.2) If' (0) I ~ 1.
Moreover equality holds in (2.2) or in (2.1) for some w =1= 0 ifand only if f (w) =
w· u with u E IK such that lui = 1.
The statement of Theorem 2.3 with equality in (2.2) can be considered as
a Cartan-type result (see [20]) for regular functions in the ball B. Since, as recalled
in [8], Mobius transformations (in the sense of [13]) are not regular and since,
in general, the regularity of functions is not preserved under multiplication and
composition, the following generalization of Theorem 2.3 is not as immediate as
the analogous statement in the case of holomorphic self-maps ofthe unit disc of C.
Theorem 2.4. Let B = {w ElK: Iwl < I}. Assume that f: B -+ B is a regular
function and there exists Wo E B such that f(wo) = Wo and that f'(wo) = 1. Then
few) = wfor every WEB.
Proof. The proof is obvious if Wo E JR, since any quatemion (or octonion) com-
mutes under multiplication with a real number. Assume then Wo E B \ JR and write
Wo = Xo + [yo, with I E S. According to the Splitting Lemma for regular maps in
B C 1HI, the restriction of f on L f can be written in the following way
!J(z) = F(z) + G(z)J
with J -.L I and F and G holomorphic self-maps of B n L f ~ t::... Furthermore it
turns out that
and, by taking the Cullen derivatives, that
(2.4) fi = F' + G' J.
Since Wo ELf, we have F(wo) = wo, G(wo) = 0 and F'(wo) = 1 (hence, from (2.4),
G'(wo) = 0). Therefore, F(z) == z. Moreover, from (2.3) and the Maximum Princi-
ple for regular functions in IHI (see [8]) it follows that G(z) == 0, so that !I(z) == z
on B n L f. From the Identity Principle for regular functions in IHI (see [8]) it then
follows that actually f (w) == w in (the whole of) B.
IfK =(()), consider 1{wo,h as in Definition 2.1. Then, by the Splitting Lemma for
regular maps in B C O, the restriction of f on B n 1{wO,!2 can be written as
few) =F(w) + g(w),
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where F, 9 are regular maps in B n H w Q, 12' Therefore, the first part of the argument
applies to F which turns out to be the Identity map in B n H w Q, I2 ' From the Identity
Principle for regular functions in 0 (see [9]) we can conclude also in this case that
I (w) == w in B. 0
An interesting result, due to Rudin (see [17]) and obtained by a subtle application
of the Schwarz' Lemma and Hahn-Banach Theorem, is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. Let I be a holomorphic self-map of a balanced, bounded and
strictly convex domain Q 01 en, with 0 E Q. If 1(0) = 0, then I and the linear
operator dl (0) fix the same points ofQ.
In our setting, we are able to prove a result similar to Theorem 2.5 for regular
self-maps of the unit ball in lK, namely the following theorem.
Theorem 2.6. Let I be a regular self-map of the unit ball B oflK and suppose
there exists r E lR such that I(r) = r. Then either I has no other fixed points in B
or I is the Identity ofB.
Remark 2.7. Notice that if r = 0, according to Schwarz' Lemma for regular self-
maps of B, f' (0) = 1 (or dl (0) is the Identity) if and only if I is the Identity in
B and, therefore, if and only if the linear operator dI (0) and I fix the same points
in B.
Proofof Theorem 2.6. IfK = JHI, it suffices to observe that as soon as I has another
fixed point in B, say WQ ELI, then according to the Splitting Lemma for regular
maps in Be JHI (see [8]), the restriction of Ion LI can be written in the following
way
II(Z) = F(z) + G(z)]
with] .L I and F, G holomorphic self-map of B n LI ::co ~. Since, furthermore,
I(r) = rand I(wo) = Wo imply that F(r) = rand F(wo) = wo, the usual Schwarz-
Pick Lemma (see [2]) yields to the conclusion that F(z) == z and then, from (2.3)
and the Maximum Principle for regular functions (see [8]) it follows that G(z) == 0,
so that II (z) == z on B n L I. From the Identity Principle for regular functions (see
[8]) it then follows that actually I(w) == w in (the whole of) B.
If lK = 0, as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, after considering H w Q, I2 and applying
the first part of the argument to the regular map F in B n H W Q obtained from the
Splitting Lemma for regular maps in B C 0, we deduce that F is the Identity map
in B n H W Q and, from the Identity Principle for regular functions in 0 (see [9]), we
can conclude once again that I (w) == w in B. 0
Another classical consequence of the Schwarz' Lemma is the following result
due to Herzig (see [14]).
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Theorem 2.8. Let f E Hol(~,~) be such that limHI- f(t) = 1. If f(O) = 0 then
limHI- f'(t) > 1 unless fez) =zjorall z E~.
To be more precise, this result can be stated also taking non-tangential.' limits
in the assumptions; however (see [1]) the radial limit and non-tangential limit are
equivalent in ~. Notice furthermore that Theorem 2.8 can be considered as a con-
sequence of Julia-Wolff-Caratheodory Theorem (see [1]), which is a "boundary"
version of the Schwarz' Lemma: it essentially says that if a holomorphic self-map
of the unit disc has a "boundary fixed point" (in the sense of non-tangential limit)
then it has to have a "boundary" derivative at this boundary fixed point which is
a positive real number. We remark that in the statement of Theorem 2.8 the point 1
can be replaced by any other point of a~ and the origin by any point in ~, since the
action of Mobius transformations is transitive both on ~ and on a~. As for regular
functions on OC we can state the following
Theorem 2.9. Let B = {w E OC: [ui] < I}. Iff: B ---+ B is a regular junction such
that f (0) = 0 and there exists Wo E aB with
(2.5) lim f(two) = WO,
tEIR,t---+1-
then
(2.6) lim i' (two) > 1,
tEIR,t---+1-
unless few) == w jar any w E oc.
Proof. Let OC = JHI. Take the restriction /I = F + GJ (with J ..1 I) of f along L[
which contains woo In view ofthe generalization of the Schwarz' Lemma for regular
functions (see [8]), the assumptions on f and f' are clearly "inherited" by F and
by F'. Apply then the argument of Theorem 2.8 to F, which turns out to be the
identity on L[. So, as in Theorem 2.4, by the Maximum Principle and the Identity
Principle for regular functions in JHI the proof is completed.
Finally ifK = <OJ, after repeating the argument for the regular map F in B nHwQ,h
(obtained from the Splitting Lemma), we have that F is the Identity in B n H WQ and
from the Identity Principle for regular functions in <OJ (see [9]), we can conclude
once again that few) == win B. 0
We now want to consider and prove "boundary" generalizations of Schwarz-
Cartan type Theorems in the setting of regular functions. For this purpose, we will
3 We refer the reader to [1] for the definitions of Stolz and Koranyi regions and for the consequent
definition of non-tangential limit. We only recall here that if f is a (holomorphic) map in the unit ball B




start from recalling Theorem 1.6 as in [4]. This (sharp) result, which has been
extensively used to obtain rigidity results for holomorphic self-maps in pseudo-
convex domains (see [4,15]), is achieved by applying Herglotz representation and
Hopf's Lemma. In [19] a more direct approach is used to prove a generalization of
Theorem 1.6 which gives the insight for other rigidity results. Notice furthermore
that it is natural to prefer the non-tangential (or radial) approach as in the following
(nearly) equivalent proposition.
Proposition 2.10. Let I E Hol(~,~) and a E a~ be such that
(2.7) K-lim I(z) - z = O.
z-+a (z - a)3
Then I ::=Id/':,.
Assume now that for a self-map I, regular in B C lK, there exists Wo E a~ such
that
I(w) = w + o(lw - wol3 )
as w -+ woo Let lK = lHl. Then take the restriction /I = F + GJ (with J 1.1) of I
along LI (which contains wo); clearly on LI one obtains F(z) = z + o(lz - wol3 )
as z -+ Wo in LI n B and, then, by Theorem 1.6 F(z) ::= z in LI n B ~ ~. By
the Maximum Principle and the Identity Principle for regular functions in lHl, we
conclude that actually I is the identity map in B.
If 1K = ([J), with the same techniques applied to the regular map F in B n 1{wo,lz
(obtained from the Splitting Lemma), we have that F is the Identity in B n 1{wo,lz
and from the Identity Principle for regular functions in ([J) (see [9]), we can conclude
that I (w) ::= W in B. So the analogous of Theorem 1.6 is obtained for regular self-
maps in B C lK, namely the following theorem.
Theorem 2.11. Let I be a regular self-map of B. Assume there exists Wo E aB
such that
I(w) = w + o{lw - wol3)
as w -+ woo Then 1::=Ids.
The following lemma (see [16]) shows that, under suitable "boundary" condi-
tions, a holomorphic map has to be constant.
Let H+ be the open half-plane {z E C: ffi(z) > OJ.
Lemma 2.12. Let I: ~ -+ H+ = Iz E C: ffi(z) ~ O} be a holomorphic function
and let a E a~ be such that
(2.8) K-lim fez) =o.
z-s o Z - a
Then 1::=0.
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When trying to generalize the above result to the setting of regular maps, it is
natural to consider a map f: B -+ H+ = {w E JK: ffi(w) ~ O} which is regular and
such that
few) = o(lw - 11)
when w -+ 1 in B. As the half-plane H+ is biholomorphic to ~, so the domain
H+ = {w E JK: ffi(w) > O} is diffeomorphic to B (see [8,9]) via the (bi)regular
Cayley transform
W t-+ (l - w) -1 . (1 + w) =(L w n) (l + w)
n~O
with (regular) inverse w t-+ (l - w) . (1 + w)-l. Furthermore if, for any I E § one
considers, in the case IK = IHI, the (holomorphic) splitting of the restriction !J =
F + GJ (with J ...L I) of f along L I , then one obtains F(z) = o(lz - 11) as z -+ 1
in LI and ffi(F(z)) ~ 0 for any z ELI. So by Lemma 2.12 F(z) == 0 in LI nBc:::: ~.
Therefore !I (z) = G (z) J. In other words !J is a holomorphic map in LIn B ::::::: ~ -+
H+ such that !J(LI n B) c aH+. On the other hand, from uniqueness of the series
expansion for regular maps (see [8,9]), since G(z) = Ln zn an (with an E LI "In),
one can write
+00
few) = L wnan . 1.
n=O
Now, after considering an = Sn + I tn ELI, we have
an . J = (Sn + I tn) . J = J . Sn - J . I . tn,
since I ...L J. Therefore the restriction of f along L J can be written as follows
According to the Splitting Lemma, the first series represents the (holomorphic) part
of !J along LJ, whereas the second series is precisely the orthogonal part of !J,
since I ...L J. Thus, after remembering that 1 belongs to any L J, by repeating the
same argument used above for F, one concludes that, actually,
or, if K = I . J,
+00
!J(w) = L wntn . K.
n=O
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And, again, from uniqueness of the senes expansion for regular maps, one In
particular has
+00
IK(W) = Lwntn· «.
n=O
Now /K is nothing but a holomorphic self-map of B n L K to which Lemma 2012
applies. So I K == 0 and therefore I == 00
Proposition 2.13. Let I: B -+ 1t+ = {w E lHI: !)lew) ~ O} be a regular function
such that few) = o(lw - 11) as w -+ 1. Then 1==0.
Remark. In the setting ofregular functions over Cayley numbers we cannot repeat
the proofof the previous proposition; however one can prove that there is no regular
function I: Be i(J) -+ i(J)+ = {w E i(J): !)lew) > O} such that I(w) = o(lw - 11) as
w-+1.
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